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Abstract
An intermittent aerobic process has been developed to effectively remove nitrogen from polluted rivers.
In addition, a chemometric model was developed to achieve simultaneous rapid analysis of total nitrogen,
ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen based on near-infrared spectroscopy data combined with a support
vector machine. An intermittent aeration process showed that total nitrogen decreased from 54.25 mg·L-1 to
0.64 mg·L-1. Ammonia nitrogen decreased significantly in the aeration stage, but increased in the non-aeration
stage. Eventually, ammonia nitrogen decreased from 45.04 mg·L-1 to 0.57 mg·L-1. Nitrite nitrogen and nitrate
nitrogen increased in the aeration stage, but decreased in the non-aeration stage. The concentration ranges of
nitrite nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen were, respectively, 0.05~31.40 mg·L-1 and 0~0.38 mg·L-1. The 138 water
samples were collected during the intermittent aeration process, of which 116 samples were used as the
calibration set and the remaining 22 samples were used as a test set in modeling. The actual concentration
values and the near-infrared spectroscopy data were used as input of the models. Then the corresponding
calibration values and predication values were output by the models. All the samples were scanned
with near-infrared spectroscopy from 4,000~12,500 cm-1 and measured by chemical methods. Principal
component analysis of raw near-infrared spectral data showed that the matrix dimension of spectral data
was significantly reduced, which decreased from 2,203×106 to 6×106. Support vector machine models of
total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen showed that the calibration correlation coefficient (R2)
of calibration values and actual values were, respectively, 0.9561, 0.9661, and 0.9702, with the root mean
square error of cross validation (RMSECV) being 0.09372, 0.04749, and 0.03187. The test results of support
vector machine models of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen showed that the predication
correlation coefficient (R2) of prediction values and actual values were, respectively, 0.9616, 0.9410, and
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0.9284, with the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) being 0.09420, 0.08227, and 0.06770. This
study indicated that nitrogen in a polluted river can be removed through the intermittent aerobic process.
Moreover, simultaneous rapid determination of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen may
be achieved with near-infrared spectroscopy and a support vector machine. The results showed that the
proposed methods provided effective treatment and detection technology for a polluted river.
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Introduction
Excessive nitrogen is a major cause of black and
odorous rivers [1-3]. The release of endogenous nitrogen
in sediment is an important source of nitrogen in overlying
river water when exogenous nitrogen is controlled [4-6].
Recently, continuous aeration technology was usually
used to treat black and odorous rivers [7-8]. However,
the removal of nitrogen can hardly be achieved because
denitrification was neglected in continuous aeration
[9]. Therefore, it is of great importance to develop
new processes to remove nitrogen in a polluted river.
Nitrification-denitrification is an important method for
removing nitrogen from polluted rivers [10-12]. Usually,
nitrification-denitrification is achieved through the
intermittent aerobic process, according to the principle of
the biological removal of nitrogen. In the aerobic phase,
ammonia nitrogen is converted into nitrate and nitrite
by nitrification of nitrifying bacteria. In the non-aerobic
phase, nitrate and nitrite are converted into nitrogen by
denitrification of denitrifying bacteria. However, there are
few studies on nitrogen removal with intermittent aerobic
processes in a polluted river.
Compared with traditional chemical analysis, nearinfrared spectroscopy has the advantages of rapid
detection, simple analysis, and non-pollution [13-14].
Recently, some research has indicated that near-infrared
spectroscopy in combination with chemometrics was
used in food, medicinal material, and water analysis [1518]. The support vector machine algorithm has unique
advantages in solving problems of small samples, and
nonlinear and high-dimensional pattern recognition. In
addition, the support vector machine can effectively avoid
the curse of dimensionality and overlearning. Therefore,
the quantitative model based on the support vector
machine has better predication performance and stability
[19-20]. Near-infrared spectroscopy, when combined
with the support vector machine algorithm, had better
generalization ability and stability, which was widely
used in rapid identification of species, sewage treatment
condition, and COD concentration [21-25].
Although the support vector machine is very useful
for solving small sample, nonlinear, and high-dimensional
pattern recognition problems, the models based on the
support vector machine are susceptible to the background
and the noise in spectra. The influences of the background
and the noise will lead to a very complicated model
calculation and reduce the predicating ability of the

model. Therefore, in order to reduce the influence of
the background and the noise, spectral data are often
preprocessed before quantitative models are established.
Principal component analysis is a popular preprocessing
method of spectral data. It can effectively reduce the
background and the noise of spectral data, and keep
useful information at the same time. In addition, principal
component analysis can effectively reduce the dimensions
of spectral data [26-28]. Therefore, principal component
analysis was usually selected as a preprocessing method
of spectral data before the establishment of quantitative
models of analysis.
In this study, the intermittent aeration process in
overlying water was developed to achieve nitrogen
removal in polluted river. Near-infrared spectroscopy
combined with a support vector machine was used to
establish support vector machine models of total nitrogen,
ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen in overlying
river water. Principle component analysis was used to
preprocess the raw spectral data and reduce the dimensions
of spectral data. Based on infrared spectroscopy, support
vector machine models were established to rapidly analyze
total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen. In
addition, the predicating ability of support vector machine
models was further tested. The proposed methods can
provide effective treatment technology for a polluted river
and rapid detection of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen,
and nitrite nitrogen in water.

Material and methods
Sample collection and experimental control
The Shiwuli River runs through southwest Hefei,
China. It flows through residential and industrial areas, and
is heavily polluted with nitrogen, and is a main source of
pollution of Chaohu Lake, which is one of the five largest
freshwater lakes in China [29]. Sediments and overlying
water were collected on 27 March 2015. Sediments were
collected at a surface depth of 30 cm and stored away
from light. At the same time, the overlying water was also
collected and taken back to the laboratory.
A rectangular organic glass reactor was adopted for this
experiment. The length, width, and height of the reactor
were, respectively, 21 cm, 20 cm, and 51 cm. The depth
of sediment and water were 9 cm and 27 cm, respectively.
The reactor was covered by dark film to three-fourths of the
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height. Experiment lasted for 138 d, and dissolved oxygen
was kept at 5.5 mg·L-1 in aerobic phase. The aerobic phase
was respectively 11~40 d, 69~71 d, 80~90 d, 99~101 d,
114~117 d, 123~125 d, and 130~135 d. The pH of the
reactor was 7.02~8.33. The temperature in the reactor
was 19.2~22.8. Overlying water samples were collected
every day. The 138 water samples were centrifuged
and filtered by a 0.45 um filter membrane. After
preprocessing, the 138 water samples were analyzed
with a near-infrared spectrometer. The concentrations
of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and
nitrite nitrogen of water samples were also measured
by chemical methods. Determining total nitrogen
was the alkaline potassium persulfate digestion UV
spectrophotometric method; determining ammonia
nitrogen was Nessler’s reagent spectrophotometry;
determining
nitrate
nitrogen
was
ultraviolet
spectrophotometry; and for determining nitrite nitrogen
we used the spectrophotometry method.

Experimental method and equipment
Spectral data were determined with a near-infrared
spectrometer (Bruker, Germany). The scanning range
of wave number was 4,000-12,500 cm-1, and the
times of scanning were 32. The resolution of the nearinfrared spectrometer was 8 cm-1. An ultraviolet-visible
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) was used to measure
total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and
nitrite nitrogen.

Establishment and test of support vector machine
model and evaluation index
The 138 overlying water samples were collected from
the intermittent aerobic process. All the samples were
filtered through 0.45 um filter membrane. Each sample
was measured by chemical method (an ultraviolet-visible
spectrophotometer) to get actual concentration values of

Fig. 1. Changes of nitrogen during the intermittent reaction
process.
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total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen. In
addition, every sample was measured by a near-infrared
spectrometer to get spectral data. All the samples were
divided into two groups. One group includes 116 samples
(calibration set), and the other includes 22 samples
(test set). The 116 samples were used to build support
vector machine models. The root mean square error of
cross validation (RMSECV) and calibration correlation
coefficient (R2) were used to assess the accuracy of support
vector machine models.
The 22 samples were used to test the predicting ability
of support vector machine models. These models were
tested by comparing predication values with the actual
values. The root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP)
and predication correlation coefficient (R2) were used to
estimate the predication performance of support vector
machine models.

Results and Discussion
Changes of nitrogen concentration
in the intermittent aeration process
The intermittent aeration process showed that the
release of nitrogen in sediment was promoted. In addition, effective nitrification and denitrification were
achieved during the intermittent aeration process. The
nitrogen in a polluted river was effectively removed
through nitrification-denitrification in the intermittent
aeration process. The changes of total nitrogen, ammonia
nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen are shown
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows that the total nitrogen gradually increased
with the release of nitrogen in sediment in the first 38 d.
After 38 d, the total nitrogen gradually decreases with
nitrification and denitrification. The total nitrogen finally
decreases to 0.64 mg·L-1. Ammonia nitrogen gradually
increased in the first 12 d with the release of ammonia
nitrogen in the sediment. After 12 d, ammonia nitrogen

Fig. 2. Raw near-infrared spectra of the calibration set in the
intermittent aeration process.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative contribution of calibration set versus the
number of principal components.

Fig. 4. Establishment of support vector machine model of total
nitrogen.

decreases under aeration conditions with nitrification.
However, ammonia nitrogen increases under non-aeration
conditions with the release of ammonia nitrogen in the
sediment. After repeated intermittent aerations, ammonia
nitrogen decreases to 0.57 mg·L-1. Nitrite nitrogen increases
under aeration conditions with nitrification and decreases
under non-aeration conditions with denitrification. The
concentration of nitrite nitrogen is 45.04~0.57 mg·L-1.
However, the change of nitrate nitrogen is not obvious and
a lower concentration (0~0.37 mg·L-1) persists. The results
show that effective nitrogen removal may be achieved by
the intermittent aeration process.

Preprocessing of near-infrared spectra
The near-infrared spectra of 116 samples were
obtained with a near-infrared spectrometer (Fig. 2). The
scanning wavenumber is 4,000-12,500 cm-1 with 2,203
spectral data. As seen from Fig. 2, all the samples have
similar near-infrared spectra. However, there are some
differences in the wave number of 4,000~5,100 cm-1 and
6,500~7,500 cm-1. The differences are mainly due to the
background and the noise of a near-infrared spectrometer
[30-31].
To reduce background, noise, and dimension of
spectral data, the preprocessing of raw spectral data
was needed before the establishment of support vector
machine models. Principle component analysis was used
to preprocess raw spectral data to improve computational
efficiency and predication performance of the model.
The results of principle component analysis, as shown
in Fig. 3, indicates that the cumulative contribution
changes with the principle component number. When the
principle component number reaches 6, the cumulative
contribution reaches stability. Therefore, six principle
component numbers were identified in modeling. The
main information of raw spectral data is included in the six
principle components. The matrix of spectral data greatly
decreased from 116×2,203 to 116 ×6.

Fig. 5. Establishment of support vector machine model of
ammonia nitrogen.

Fig. 6. Establishment of support vector machine model of nitrite
nitrogen.
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Establishment of support vector
machine models

square error of prediction (RMSEP) are, respectively,
0.9284 and 0.06770 (Fig. 9). As can be seen from Figs.
7-9, the prediction values of support vector machine
models are in good correlation with actual values.

Preprocessed spectral data matrix (116×6) was used
as input of support vector machine. Then support vector
machine models of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and
nitrite nitrogen were established by selecting appropriate
kernel function and optimizing kernel parameters.
Currently, there are four common kernel functions: linear
function, polynomial function, radial basis function, and
sigmoid function. Radial basis function is most widely
used in establishing support vector machine models. It was
applicable to the low dimension, high dimension, small
sample, large sample, etc., having a wider convergence
region [32]. Therefore, radial basis function is suitable
for this study. The support vector machine model, based
on radial basis function, has excellent learning ability and
generalization ability. The optimal penalty coefficient and
kernel parameter in modeling were determined through
leave-one-out cross validation method. Penalty coefficient
and kernel parameter were, respectively, 1.41 and 0.25.
Then the support vector machine models of total nitrogen,
ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen were established
through support vector machine regression, as shown in
Figs 4-6.
The support vector machine model of total nitrogen
shows that the calibration values are in good correlation
with the actual values. The calibration correlation efficient
and the root mean square error of cross validation
(RMSECV) are 0.9561 and 0.09372, respectively (Fig.
4). For the support vector machine model of ammonia
nitrogen (Fig. 5), the calibration correlation efficient and
the root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV)
between calibration values and actual values are 0.9661
and 0.04749, respectively. For the support vector machine
model of nitrite nitrogen, the calibration correlation
efficient and the root mean square error of cross validation
(RMSECV) between calibration values and actual values
are 0.9702 and 0.03187, respectively (Fig. 6). The results
indicate that support vector machine models have better
calibration results on total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen,
and nitrite nitrogen during the intermittent process.

Fig. 7. Test of support vector machine model of total nitrogen.

Fig. 8. Test of support vector machine model of ammonia
nitrogen.

Test of support vector machine model
The near-infrared spectral data of the 22 samples are
input to the established support vector machine models
of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen.
The predication values of the models and actual values
are shown in Figs 7-9. Test of the model of total nitrogen
shows that the predication correlation coefficient and
the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) are,
respectively, 0.9616 and 0.09420 (Fig. 7). A test of the
ammonia nitrogen model shows that the predication
correlation coefficient and the root mean square error of
prediction (RMSEP) are, respectively, 0.9410 and 0.08227
(Fig. 8). A test of the nitrite nitrogen model shows that
the predication correlation coefficient and the root mean

Fig. 9. Test of support vector machine model of nitrite nitrogen.
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The results demonstrated that support vector machine
models may rapidly determine the concentrations of
total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen in
overlying water during the intermittent aeration process in
a polluted river.

Conclusions
The nitrogen was effectively removed by nitrificationdenitrification of the intermittent aeration process in a
polluted river. Ammonia nitrogen obviously decreased
under aeration conditions by nitrification, and it obviously
increased under non-aeration conditions by denitrification.
Similarly, nitrite nitrogen obviously increased under
aeration conditions and obviously decreased under nonaeration conditions. After repeated intermittent aeration,
total nitrogen and ammonia nitrogen were effectively
removed by nitrification-denitrification.
The near-infrared spectral data were preprocessed
through principle component analysis. Redundant
information was greatly eliminated. The calculation
efficiency and predication ability of support vector
machine models were significantly improved after
principle component analysis.
The support vector machine models showed that good
correlations were found between the calibration values
and actual values of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and
nitrite nitrogen. The support vector machine models were
tested by comparing the predicted values with the actual
values of total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite
nitrogen. This study demonstrates that support vector
machine models based on near-infrared spectroscopy
were feasible and practical in determining total nitrogen,
ammonia nitrogen, and nitrite nitrogen during the
intermittent aeration process in a polluted river.
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